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WHERE WAS 
THE 

PRACTICE ?

My language practice took place in the private unitary 
enterprise "3D Techno" in Minsk.

 
The head of the company itself is the director of Private Unitary 
Enterprise "3D Techno" Roginskii Vitaly Zigmundovich.

Address: Asanalieva str. 4a-45
220024 Republic of Belarus, Minsk

PUE "3D Techno" is a certified distributor of Kapci and Mido 
production and sells it to dealers throughout Belarus. 
3D Techno is only one importer of Mido production to Belarus.

Private enterprise "3D Techno" is not big but with a large 
turnover of sold prduction for the year.



▪ Private Unitary Enterprise "3D Techno" deals with wholesale 
purchases of materials from Lithuania, Russia, and most importantly, 
Egypt for car repairs and car painting:

- Car paints

- Clear coat varnishes

- Aerosols

- Fillers etc.



MY 
ACTIVITY

-     During the practice, I have studied the structure of the enterprise.

-Also, during the first week of practice carried out the translation of 
documents, technical and legal. As this enterprise deals with products 
for car repair and painting, technical materials have been linked to this 
area.

-This my experience is very important and useful, this practice has 
allowed me to develop skills of the translation of legal documents and 
technical content, to understand the specifics of the translation, to know 
some of its features and some learn the necessary techniques in its 
implementation.



MY 
ACTIVITY

During the second week of practice, I was accompanying a representative 
of the Egyptian partner company «Mido».

 The visit of the representative was caused by need in the discussion of the 
new prices for products that have changed due to currency changes and 
the crisis in general. 

Also, this representative was aimed to take a look at the markets of the 
company's products to make sure that the products are now distributed in 
the market and communicate with customers and sellers of products, to 
know what product are in demand and which on the contrary the most 
sold. 

But, of course, the greatest amount of time was taken by negotiation about 
prices, discuss the price list, the number of products and the future order.



Practice, in particular, the professional translation of the documents allowed me to fully and 
thoroughly understand the specifics of the translation, to know its features and to master the 
necessary techniques for its implementation. Also the information of translation has expanded my 
knowledge in technical English, for example, in materials for painting and restoring cars. 



THANK YOU FOR 
ATTENTION!


